Microsoft Intune
Proof of Concept & Workshop

ENABLE SECURE MOBILE PRODUCTIVITY

As mobile devices continue to proliferate in our business environments, IT departments are faced with management and security challenges for a diverse mobile ecosystem. DynTek's Microsoft Intune Proof-of-Concept & Workshop will help your organization define a mobile management strategy that fits the individual needs of your organization. We will showcase how to apply flexible mobile device and app management controls that let employees work with the devices and apps they choose while protecting your company information.

INTUNE POC

► Assess Your MDM Business Requirements
► Basic Setup
► Office 365 Integration (If appropriate)
► Configure Device and App Management Policies
► Configure App Protection Policy
► Configure Basic Conditional Access for BYOD
► Configure Corporate Owned Device(s)
► Configure BYOD Device(s)
  ► Apple IOS
  ► Android
  ► Win10

INTUNE WORKSHOP OVERVIEW

► Discuss Value of Intune in Environment
► Mobile Device Management overview
► Conditional Access
► App Wrapper
► SCCM Co-Management
► Auto Pilot Deployment Overview
► Windows 10 Management
► Azure AD Join
► Auto-Enrollment

Plug into popular point solutions that enhance core functions

LEARN MORE ABOUT DYNTek’S INTUNE POC/WORKSHOP
www.dyntek.com/intune-poc

877-297-3723